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Abstract 
The following paper focuses on change in spirality due to stitch length and count variation .This work was carried out with 12 

samples of single jersey knit fabrics which were scoured and bleached with NaOH and H2O2 (35% strength), dyed with reactive 

dye (Remazol Yellow RR reactive class) and were finished as standard procedure . After finishing the samples were tested for 

spirality and compared between different stitch length and count. The result obtained in this research indicated that spirality 

increases strongly due to increase of stitch length when count of yarn is fixed and on fixed stitch length spirality increases with the 

increment of count. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Spirality is a common problem in weft and warp knitted 

fabric. Generally is the compactness of fabric which reduces 

the spirality tendency of it. Spirality appears mostly in 

single jersey knitted fabrics. In case of double jersey fabrics 

spirality level is found very much low. If samples are tested 

before compacting and after compacting, spirality will be 

greater in the previous one [1]. But fact is that, spirality can 

be reduced in different ways but cannot be removed from 

fabric. 
 

Akter N. et al. [2] mentioned that spirality is described by 

the size of the angle made between the wales of a fabric and 

a line drawn perpendicular to the courses of that fabric. 

They have noted that spirality in a fabric is caused by the 

relaxation of torsion forces in the yarn and a fabric which is 

knitted with a highly twisted yarn will have higher spirality 

problem in result. 

 

Count is a numerical value, which express the coarseness or 

fineness (diameter) of the yarn and also indicate the 
relationship between length and weight (the mass per unit 

length or the length per unit mass) of that yarn [3]. 

Therefore the concept of yarn count has been introduced 

which specifies a certain ratio of length to weight. He 

mentioned that fineness of the yarn is usually expressed in 

terms of count. Most of the knitted yarn is expressed by 

English cotton count system (Ne). 

 

The following formula is used to calculate count, Ne = 

(L*w)/(W*l). Where, Ne = Yarn count or numbering system, 

W = Weight of the sample at the official regain in the unit of 

the system, L = Length of the sample, l = Unit of length of 
the sample and w = Unit of weight of the sample. 

 

Celik O. et al. [4] in their article had proposed a method 

based on image-processing techniques, specifically the Fast 

Fourier Transform, for obtaining the directions of wale and 

course for measuring the angle of spirality. And they 

experimented with the method and said that the algorithm 

was quite satisfactory for determining the angle of spirality 

in knitted fabrics. 

 
De Araujo M. D. et al. [5] studied the effect of spinning 

technology on the spirality of jersey fabrics for some 100% 

cotton and 50/50 cotton/polyester blend yarns. They found 

that the blend yarns produce less spirality than 100% cotton 

yarns. Moreover, they have mentioned that each spinning 

technology influences on the degree of spirality of knit 

fabrics. 

 

According to Lord P. R. [6] the autoclaving of the yarns can 

be a solution of reducing twist liveliness as well as the 

associated difficulties in fabric manufacturing. This can 

improve different properties of the fabric and properly 
relaxed, open-end yarn produces a fabric with good appeal 

and reasonable shrinkage with acceptable strength and 

abrasion resistance. And twist less yarns result good handle, 

luster and zero spirality. 

 

Islam A. M. et al [7] studied the spirality along with 

shrinkage and GSM to observe the suitable machine gauge. 

Better and acceptable spirality was found for 24 gauge 

machine with different counts and stitch length of fabric. 
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Fig 1: Dyeing recipe 
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2. MATERIALS & METHODS 

2.1 Fabric Production Unit 

Total 12 (twelve) samples were knitted differently having 3 

kg for each by keeping same machine settings. A 22 inch 

diameter and 24 gauge circular knitting machine (Orizio, 

Italy) was selected for producing these samples. After 

knitting, all the samples were conveyed to dyeing section for 

wet treatments. 

 

2.2 Wet Processing Unit 

A sample dyeing machine (Fong’s, Taiwan) was selected for 
dyeing all the samples at a time. A suitable recipe was 

selected. All the samples were dyed and sent to finishing 

section for drying and compacting. A fixed setting was 

chosen for drying (Santex, Switzerland) and compacting 

(Santex, Switzerland) in open form. The dyeing recipe that 

was used is given in figure 1. Compaction confirms the 

quality and specific dimensions of samples. After finishing 

samples were sent for spirality test. 

 

2.2 Spirality Tests for Knitted Fabrics 

Spirality of the tested sample is appeared after washing. As 

a result one of the side seams comes at front of the sample. 

Spirality percentage depends on fabric torque and garment 
structure. Two pieces of 50cm × 50cm fabric was taken for 

test. Conditioning was done by putting the sample in the 

table for 4 hours before starting test. The benchmark was 

given as 35cm × 35cm. Then the sample was stitched in 

three sides by over lock sewing machine and one side 

remained unstitched. After that the sample was washed in 

washing machine (LG, China) and dried on tumble dryer. 

The calculation was done in the following method. 

 

 
Fig 2: Spirality calculation 

 

In figure 2, if total length, S= X cm, twist in one end S1= Y 

cm, twist in another end S2= Z cm, average spirality = 

(Y+Z)/2= M cm, then- Spirality = M/X*100. 

 

Table 1: Spirality in stitch variation 

Fabric type Count (Ne) 
Stitch length 

(mm) 
Spirality% 

Single 

Jersey 

(Plain) 

34 2.6 0.9 

34 2.65 1 

34 2.7 1.5 

34 2.75 2 

34 2.8 2.1 

34 2.9 3.1 

34 2.95 4.2 

 

 
Graph 1: Graphical representation of spirality in stitch 

length variation 

 
Table 2: Spirality in count variation 

Fabric type Count (Ne) 
Stitch length 

(mm) 
Spirality% 

Single 

Jersey 

(Plain) 

40 2.6 4.7 

34 2.6 4 

30 2.6 3.50 

28 2.6 2.7 

26 2.6 2 

 

 
Graph 2: Graphical representation of spirality in count 

variation 

 

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

3.1 Spirality in Stitch Variation 

It can be seen in table 1 and graph 1 that spirality is 

increased due to increase of stitch length. This was due to 

the fact that higher stitch length has more chance to twisting 

tendency for their loop height than loop height of lower 

stitch length. 

 

3.2 Spirality in Count Variation 

Table 2 and graph 2 shows that spirality also increased due 

to increase of yarn count.  This was due to the fact that 

higher count means more no of loop density per inch present 

in the fabric so more number of loops has changed to twist 

than coarser yarn in the fabric. 
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Higher count means long staple fibre is present in the yarn 

but more free space will found in the fabric than lower yarn 

count (when stitch length is fixed). It focused that the 

compactness of lower count fabric will be higher than that 

of higher count fabric. As the higher count fabric has low 

compactness than lower count fabric. That’s why higher 
count fabric has more twisting tendency than lower count 

fabric. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Finally this paper reveals the relation among yarn count, 

stitch length and spirality. Following decisions can be made 

from this experimental work- 

1. Spirality of knitted fabric increases with stitch 

length. Because higher stitch length gets more 

chance of twisting. 

2. Spirality also increases with higher count or in 

higher density of loops for fixed stitch length and 

machine gauge. 
 

To manufacture a fabric which has less spirality problem, it 

is suggested to always maintain a keep an eye on the stitch 

length of fabric and count of the yarn. Using lower count of 

yarn as well as a lower stitch length according as far as 

possible can be a good solution for the fabric manufacturers 

to get rid of the headache of spirality problem. 
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